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Necessary and sufficient conditions for Holder continuity of Hilbert space valued martingales 
are given in terms of the associated quadratic variation. As an application one obtains a sufficient 
condition for a mild solution of a stochastic evolution equation to have a continuous version if 
the semigroup governing this equation is analytic. Further we derive Levy’s modulus of continuity 
for the Hilbert space valued stochastic integral with the Wiener process as integrator and obtain 
a gelreralization of the loglog law for that integral. 
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1. Introduction 
Let [a, b] be a closed interval in 08, (R, 9, ( 9’)reEa,61, P) a complete stochastic basis 
with right continuous filtration, and E the mathematical expectation. The state 
spaces will be real separable Hilbert spaces H, K with inner products ( l , l >ti and 
(9, & respectively. L(K, H) is the space of bounded linear operators from K to 
H? II * Ilm II’ 
the closed 
Let f be 
II L(W-f) etc. are the norms in the corresponding spaces, and S, denotes 
unit ball in K, i.e. Sr := {x - K 1 II& s 1). 
a mapping from [a, b] into some metric space (X, p) and e E [0, l]u (m}- 
Definition 1.1. f is said to have l--!ijlder modulus p E [0, l] if, for all small E > 0, 
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In Theorem 2.1 we show that a locally square integrable continuous W-valued 
martingale M,(o) has Hiilder modulus p(o) if and only if its quadratic variation 
[M],(o) has Hiilder modulus 2~(0). 
Further, if w, is a K-valued Wiener process, compatible with St in the usual way, 
with infinitesimal covariance operator W (cf. [3]) and G$ is an L( K, H)-valued 
$,-adapted process such that (denoting by ‘Tr’ the trace of the operator) 
P Tr(@,(w)W@z(w))du<ao 
ther&R,(w)d w, w ( ) exists and, as a corollary to Theorem 2.1, has Hiilder modulus 
p(o) if and only if lTr(@,(.w) W@:(o)) du has H6lder modulus 2&). In par- 
ticular, if ITr(QU(w) W@:(o)) du has Hiilder modulus 0, then j &(w) dw,(w) has 
Hijlder modulus 0, i.e. is not H6lder continuous. Thus, quite a lot of stochastic 
integrals with Wiener process as integrator are easily seen not to be Hiilder con- 
tinuous. As an application one obtains a sufficient condition for the existence of a 
continuous version of the mild solution of a stochastic evolution equation if the 
semigroup governing this equation is analytic. 
Applying methods used in the proof of Theorem 2.1-It& formula, localizing 
to make estimates uniform in w-and an estimate by means of exponential martin- 
gales, we derive Levy’s modulus of continuity for 1 D,(w) d w,(w) if G,(w) has 
Hiilder modulus p(o) > 0 as. (Theorem 3.1). In Theorem 3.2 we assume H to be 
finite dimensional (K may be infinite dimensional!) and obtain Levy’s modulus 
assuming only a.s. continuity of Q,,(w). The methods are the same as in Theorem 
3.1, except that instead of I&s formula we apply a projection method, making in 
this case use of the compactness of the unit sphere in H. K may be assumed 
throughout the paper to be infinite dimensional. The same arguments as in the 
proof of Theorem 3. t yield the loglog law for l Q+,(w) dw,(w) (Theorem 4.1) which 
was proven in [8] by a different method, and for finite dimensional H we obtain a 
generalization of a result of [l]. The localizing sequences of stopping times which 
are used in the proofs to obtain estimates uniform in o are not always explicitly 
given, since their definition by p( l , Z, a) or similar functionals is quite obvious, using 
standard arguments (cf. [lo, Ch. I, 9 3, Lemma 1.41). 
Concerning stochastic alculus we have tried to stick as close as possible to [ 121. 
All symbols introdutled are standing notation throughout the paper. 
2. The Hiilder continuity of H-valued martingales 
Theorem 2.1. Let M, be a locally square integrable continuous H-valued martingale. 
t E [a, b]. Then, as., M(w) has Hiilder modulus p(w) if and only if [RI](w) has 
Hiilder modulus 2~ (O j. 
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Proof. Let us assume M(o) has Holder modulus p(w). 
(i) Take any n EN and set 
0; := 
1 
MW,b,l+; 
) I 
<m , ; 
a:, 0: E 9, since in the definition of p we can confine ourselves to the rational 
numbers. Therefore, 
1 + 
ifoEnz,k=O ,..., n, 
is 5measurable. Further, 
(2.1) 
which entails p(w) s-measurable. 
(ii) Set, for R > 0, 
inf(t E [a, b]l[M], 2 R}, 
TR := 
b if the above set is empty, 
T;.~ :=supjtt[a, 6lIp(A4, t-I> c R}. 
Define 
N :- M. 7t(l.R” r  
for fixed k > 0, n EN and (Y := k/N. 
(iii) Set 
n,, := -2 
I 
UK, - N,, dN,hi. 
Is.tJ 
I t6’s formula yields 
WI, -[NL = n,, +llN -Nllh. (2.2) 
n,, is an R-valued martingale $tt3r P and for its quadratic variation holds the 
inequality [ 12, p. 521 
Let m E N arbitrary 2 1. Then 
([Nit -[NlsY* 6 2 m-lh,tlm +llN - Nll’H”>~ 
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Set 
A := [N], - [Nls, B:= R(t-s)” 
where B 2 IIN, - NJ by the definition of N. From the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy 
inequality [6] we obtain, for some constant c, > 0, 
E(A”) s c,[E([nJ”‘*)+ B2m] 
s 4cm[BmE(Am/*)+ B2m] (by (2.3) and the definition of N) 
d 4cm[B”‘(EAm)“*+ B’“‘] 
whence 
E(A”‘) s d,,,(~-s)~“~” (2.4) 
where d,, is some constant > 0. Consequently, from Kolmogorov’s law [IS], [N] has 
at least Holder modulus 2cu. 
(iv) Since we have 
[M]=[N] on {WI& = 6, Q = 6). 
[M] has at least Holder modulus 2k/ n on this set mod P, and finally on the whole 
set {W IP(M(u), 6, k/n) < 00) mod P, as we can see when R + 00. This proves that 
[M](W) Holder modulus 2~ ( W) a.s. 
The other direction can be proved in exactly the same way using (2.2) and 
(2.3). El 
From Theorem 2.1 immediately follows 
Corollary 2.1. j @JO) d w,,(w) has Hiilder modulus p (w ) a.s. iff 
~Tr!@&) W@$(o)) du has HCfder modulus 2p(~) a.s. 
Example 2.1. Let H = K = Iw, (m},,, b be an enumeration of Qn[O, 1] and set 
c 1 f II. s := Is_ r,,ll --il'rr) if s # rft9 
and 
I’hcn. 
if s = r,,. 
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and, consequently, 
J fs dw,W, WA 11, [ml 
exists and cannot be Holder continuous, since 1 fz ds is not Holder continuous. Of 
course, in this special case one could also prove the non-Hiilderianity of 1 fs d w,( 0) 
by the local loglog law. 
Let us now consider the following evolution equation for t E [t,,, z,]: 
dz,W = AZ,(~) dt + B( t, z,(o)) d w,(o) +fi(w) dt, 
z,(w) = 20(w) 
(2.5) 
where A is the generator of an analytic semigroup of operators T, on H, 
B( s, x): [to, tl] X H --, L(K, H) is measurable in (s, x) and uniformly Lipschitz in the 
second component. f,(w) is an H-valued, S+adapted, measurable process which is 
Bochner integrable in t such that 
. 
z. is S&-measurable and Ellzo(w)l(~ < 00. Wnder these conditions (2.5) is known 
to have a unique mild solution (cf. [2, Theorem 3.21) which satisfies by definition 
z,(o) = T&+.I) + J 7-LAs, G(WS) dw&) + J L sfsb) ds [WI owl 
(2.6) 
a.s. for t E [t(,, t,]. 
In [8] as well as in [4] the existence of a continuous version af (2.6) was proved 
if for one version z~( 6~) 5 B( s, z,( w )) d w,( o) is a.s. Holder continuous, where the 
Hiilderianity of this stochastic integral is ensured by Kolmogorov’s law provided 
that j ElIB(s5 TJI~~~,~~ ds is Holder continuous. Obviously, Corollary 2.1 yields the 
following improvement [7]: 
Corollary 2.2. If5 for ore version of (2.6) 5 
J TdB(s, ~,b)) WB*(s, G(W))) ds Iwl 
has Hdder modulus p( O) > 0 U.S., then there is a continuous version of the solution 
of (2.5). 
Remark 2.1. 1. The other direction in the proof of Theorem 2.1, namely “If 
[M](u). . . , then M(w). . .5’, is actually simpler. By time change (cf. [7]) one may 
assume that [M],(o) -[M],(u) s t-s a.s., Moreover, for Hilbert space valued 
martingales till holds one part of the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality, which 
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in case of continuous martingales reads: for all p 2 2 there is a cP > 0 such that, 
for all a s s < t s b, 
EC sup wu-MSIILI s c,E{( WI, - [Mls)P'2h 
squat 
[ 13). Consequently, step (i) in the proof of Theorem 2.1 and the It&formula would 
not be necessary. 
2. In [7] the direction “If [ I@,, d W](w) has. . . , then I GU d WU( o) . . .” of 
Corol1az.y 2.1 was proved by exponential martingale estimates, as given in the 
following Lemma 2.1, without using the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality 
and Kolmogorov’s law. Similarly, using (2.3), the corresponding direction of 
Theorem 2.1 could be proved, however this procedure would be more complicated. 
Nevertheless, the exponential martingale estimates will be needed both for 
Levy’s modulus and the loglog law. They are generalizations of estimates in 
Levy’s original proof for the modulus of continuity of the real valued Wiener 
process [ 11,141. 
Lemma 2.1. Fort E [0, 11, s E [0, 1 - t] let m,,l+, be a family of real valued continuous 
martingales in s after t such that 
1 1 m, f+.s s cf (2.7) 
where c, cy > 0 are constants independent of t and o. Then, there is a. s. an nO( w ) E N 
such that, for all n 2 n,,(o), 
SUP sup Imk2-n,k2-n +S1 < (3c2-“” log 2”)“’ . 
oc k- 2”()SSB2 ” 
(2.8) 
Proof. For arbitrary y :> 0 I&s formula yields that 
Y f.f+S := exP( m,l+s - b2[m,l,+,) 
is a martingale in s after t [ 12, p. 521 with E ( Y~,~+,) = 1. Consequently, for arbitrary 
s > 0, 
s P{ sup y,,,,, 2 exp(yS-$y*ch”)} by (2.4 
O~SC h
s E( yr.r+h) exp(-y a+$y”ch”) by Doob’s inequality [I21 
=exp(-yS+$y’ch”). 
Setting y := 6/ch” the preceding estimates yield 
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Hence, for h = 2”, S = (3~2~“” log 2n)‘/2, 
P{ sup 
OSSS2_” 
jmr,r+sl 2 (3c2-“” log 2n)“2} G 2-(3’2)n+’ 
wherefrom 
PI sup sup lmk2-n.k2-n+s 
Osk<2” osss2-” 
1 3 (3c2-n* log 2n)l/2) s 2-(n/2)+1. 
Thus, by the Borel-Cantelli Lemma we obtain (2.8). El 
(2.9 
3. Levy’s modulus for H-valued stochastic integrals 
As pointed out in the introduction we derive Levy’s modulus in two theorems, 
depending on the dimensionality of the state space H. In Theorem 3.1 no dimen- 
sionality restrictions are imposed upon H, i.e. H may be infinite dimensional. In 
Theorem 3.2 H is supposed to be finite dimensional: K may be in both casts infinite 
dimensional. 
Theorem 3.1. If Q!(o) has H6lder modulus ,FL (0) > 0 a. s., then the set of limit points 
of 
I[r.r+s] @l4W dw,(o) 
(2sllog sp2 .slO.a s I SC b-s 
is contained a.s. in the random set U, sC IS h @(w) W’12SI. 
Proof. (i) 
I 
@, dw, = @Aw,+,- w,)+ J WV-Wdw,, [M-+S] [r.f+sl =: 4,l+s + A,,+,. (3.1) 
Abbreviating a(s) := (2s[log so)*” we obtain immediately from Levy’s modulus for 
the Hilbert space valued Wiener process L8, Theorem 1.11 that the set of limit points 
tif 
is contained in UaCrrh Q,(W) W”2S1. 
(ii) It remains to show 
lim sup llJr,r+s(4l~f =() a s . . 
sJ() rcla,b] 4s) 
(3.2) 
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For convenience of notation we may suppose [a, b] = [0, 11. By our assumption OI,I ,
e,(o), Corollary 2.1, and Levy’s modulus for w, there is a localizing sequence ok 
stopping theS ?1\1 such that for 
@; := @lAsN, wl” := wtAsN, x; := @; dH:,N 
we have: 
Setting 
we obtain, by ItCj’s formula, 
-- -. mr.r+s  A,,+ s. 
where, due to (3.3.1), 
A f.f+S < N2(Tr W)s’2’N)+1_ 
(3.3.1) 
(3.3.2) 
(3.3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
we obtain, by (3.3.2), (3.4) and (3.5) as in (2.3), 
where c > 0 depends on IV. Hence, by Lemma 2.1, there is an n,)(o) such that for 
all II 12 n,,(w) 
Thus, from (3.4) and (3.5) for all n 
(3.8) 
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Now the applicability of Levy’s method in [ 11, p. 16) (dyadic representation of 
real numbers) follows from (3.3.1), Levy’s modulus for w, [8, Theorem 1.11 and 
the fact that, for any numbers tl C t2 < fZ, 
Thus, we obtain 
sup 
IIJK+s IIH 
Osrtt+ssl s 1/2+1/4A’ (log #/4 < O”- (3.9) 
From this follows (3.2) and, consequently the theorem. Cl 
For finite dimensional H we can weaken the assumption on Qz: 
Theorem 3.2. If H JiGte dimensional and a,(o) a.s. continuous, then the set of limit 
points of 
is contained a.s. in the random set U, _: Ic b @,@.J) W”“% 
Proof. With the representation (3.1) for jIt,,+sl @,,( w ) d w,,( W) we have to show that 
(3.2) holds. 
Since H finite dimensional the unit sphere is compact, and consequently there is 
a finite set of unit vectors {e’, . . . , e’} such that, for any vector x E H, 
II II x H G max 21(x, e’)J. i-l . . . . . ii (3.10) 
On the other hand, for arbitrary E > 9, 
7: := sup(t E [O, 111 sup II@$* - @.JL(h’J,) s E} 
0 r-;’ s rc s’ c-. I
.s ’-- ,y ._. 2 - p 
is a localizing sequence of stopping times, whence we can choose p = p(c) such that 
P{7f=1)5: 1-E (3.11) 
(3.12) 
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Hence, by Lemma 2.1 there are a.s. q(w) such that, for all n 2 n(o) := 
maxi= I.....fi nib), 
“taxfi (,gyy” sup )mfi-~,k2-~+s I s (3E(Iwl%(K,K12-n log 2 
--n l/2 
i= ) O~SS2--” 
(3.13) 
whence (for an n-(o) 2 n(o), as from (3.8) to (3.9)), by (3.10), 
sup 
sl ~t.r+s] (@!I - W dwulli-i < ce 
(fS:Ir+sr:I 
-fh(wlup) 
(2sllog sI)“2 - a*s* 
SC2 
(3.14) 
c’ being some constant independent of E, p and o. Choosing, e.g., E = 2-2” and 
p=p(2-2m) according to (3.11) the theorem follows from standard arguments. Cl 
4. The loglog law for H-valaed stochastic integrals 
The following two theorems are the analogues to Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2. 
Again, in Theorem 4.1 no restriction on the dimensionality of H is imposed. For 
the proof one has to use representation (3.1), the loglog law for the Banach space 
valued Wiener process [9], and then proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 (which 
is easier now, since ‘we do not need the step from (3.8) to (3.9). 
In [S] Theorem 4.1 was proved by methods not using the exponential martingale 
estimate of Lemma 2.1. Theorem 4.2, with H being finite dimensional, is a generaliz- 
ation of a result of [l], where the loglog law was proved by a different approach 
under the assumption that both H and K are finite dimensional. Theorem 4.2, of 
course, is proved in a similar fashion as Theorem 3.2. 
Theorem 4.1. If@,(w) has H6lder modulus p,(w) > 0 a.~., t/v-w the set of limit points 
of 
I lf.r+sj r9,W dw,,W 
(2s log1 log sI)liZ SlO 
is equal, as., to the random set 4+(w) W”‘S,. 
Theorem 42. If H is finite dimensional and G+( w ) a.s. continuous, then the set of 
limit points of 
is equal, as.. to the random set Q,(w) W” ‘S,. 
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